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OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the NDSU Archives.

Provenance: Unknown.

Property rights: The NDSU Archives owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the NDSU Archives.

Citation: [Identification of item]. Adam Haman Family Collection (SC 716), NDSU Archives, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

BIOGRAPHY

Adam and Johanne (Wolfe) Haman & their family emigrated from Strasburg, Russia in 1898 and settled near Berwick in Pierce County, N.D.
SCOPE AND CONTENT

Typed biographical sketch of the Adam Haman family (two versions) written in the 1970s, genealogical listing of descendants of son Peter & Magdalena (Jaeger) Haman, (1979?); reminiscences (6 leaves) by son Frank Haman (1980); and a copy of published article by son Wendelin Haman, "Pioneer tells of early days in area." All items are photocopies.

FOLDER LIST

Typed biographical sketch of the Adam Haman family (two versions) written in the 1970s, genealogical listing of descendants of son Peter & Magdalena (Jaeger) Haman, (1979?); reminiscences (6 leaves) by son Frank Haman (1980); and a copy of published article by son Wendelin Haman, "Pioneer tells of early days in area." All items are photocopies.